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Unique LED Light Pockets

Why Unique?

Unique means the edges of each supplied LED Pocket

has printed borders and offered in 5x Versions

Brick + Modern + Vintage + Wood + Custom Design
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Unique LED Light Pockets - "Transformers"

Transformers:

Transformer is designed to create an output of 60W

Transformer is CE marked and safety approved and meets ErP level for energy efficiency

Transformers:

Output 12vdc Voltage Regulated (5A max)

Power (Watts) 60W Max

Case Size 138 x 55.5 x 37mm

Weight 480g (approx)

DC Cord 1.5 Metres (approx)

Rated Input 100-240Vac

AC Cord 1.5 Metres (approx)

Jack Plug Simple plug in operation - however; can be cut off to create

2x live and negative cables to connect to your cables / rods

Important Message:

1. Transformers have an 60W Output

2. Always check the wattage output on your current LED Panels

3. You should NOT exceed 50W demand, leaving 10W spare!

4. If you exceed the output power you risk Transformer or LED failures (fact)
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Transformers - "Cable + Rod Usages"

Transformers:

Our listed "Unique" LED Panels (sets) come with a Transformer

Our listed "Unique" LED Panels (sets) can be Wall Mounted + Cable + Rod Suspended!

The most important lesson is the output allowance of 60W - Explanation below

CABLE + ROD Transformers:

1. Transformer has a 60W output

2. Transformer has a jack-plug fitting that can be cut-off to reveal live + negative wires

3. These can be connected to the suspended cable

4. Tip - The best place to add your transformer is in your ceiling void (hidden from view)

Example of Use:

Let's assume the LED requires 7 watts of wanted power and you have 4x LED's

on your suspended column i.e. Cables / Rods and 4x LED's

As the transformer as a 60W output and the LED's are 7 watts x4 = 28 watts

Then, the transformer is fit for purpose as you have 32 watts spare capacity of watts

Of course this same transformer can be used on your current LED's - however;

make sure you take note of each power wattage demand before powering up! 

Examples of Possible Failures?

1. This could be down to the transformer exceeding the LED wanted demand

2. This could be down to a timer plus - Action = Always use a power surge protector!

3. This could be down to the transformer terminals not being connected correctly

4. This could be down to the LED terminals not being connected correctly

5. This could be down to the age of the transformer - Action = Re-place it for a new one!
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Transformers - "Wall Usages"

Transformers:

Our listed "Unique" LED Panels (sets) come with a Transformer

Our listed "Unique" LED Panels (sets) can be Wall Mounted + Cable + Rod Suspended!

The most important lesson is the output allowance of 60W - Explanation below

WALL Transformers:

1. Transformer has a 60W output

2. Transformer has a jack-plug fitting that can be cut-off to reveal live + negative wires

3. These can be connected to the suspended cable

4. Tip - The best place to add your transformer is in your ceiling void (hidden from view)

Example of Use:

1. If you are just adding 1x LED to your wall

2. Then, use the LED as a template to work out the wall stand-off connectors location

3. Then, drill the stand-off locations and add the rear of the stand-offs to the wall (not the LED yet)

4. Now if you want to avoid the loose transformer wire i.e. hide it from view

5. Drill another hole in the centre and power up from the room behind the wall

6. IF 5 is not possible then, channel to your power supply

7. Now connect the transformer and the LED to your wall - that's it

Transformers - how many is required?

1. A single LED requires 1x transformer, unless…………..

2. You have a qualified electrician to make the extra connections

Adding Several LED's on the same Transformer?

1. This is also possible IF the cables shown (top right) are utilised

2. Thus creating a cable supply to your LED's that utilises only 1x transformer

3. If this type of cable connection wall-to-wall is wanted

4. Call us for a chat - Tel: 01244 470903
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